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In order to effectively differentiate instruction, it is essential to discuss
the concept of curriculum and how, or if, it differs from the concept of
instruction. TWo views of curriculum are described. According to Mercer
and Mercer (2001), "curriculum primarily involves what is taught in the
school and consists of learninS outcomes that society considers essential
fbr success" (p. 170). Meyen (1981) on the other hand describes
curriculum quite differently:
The term q.uriculum is frequently and varyingly defined as the courses
offered, the overall experience provided a child by the school, the
program included in a particular subject field, or in some cases, the sum
total of experiences afforded school-age children regardless of school
sponsorship . (pp. 20 -21)
When educators are thced with the issue of developing and implementing
instruction for students with varying abilities, this question of curriculum
becomes especially siggificant. Hoover and Patton (1997) considered the
issue of curriculum to be "one of the first issues classroom teachers
encounter in the overall teaching and learning process" (p. 6). Without
having a clear understanding of what constitutes a curriculum and the
forms in which it appears it is often impossible for teachers to adequately
design instruction that is etfbctively diflerentiated,

Tlpes of Cuniculo
Curricula can be identified as one of three types: (a) explicit, (b) hidden,
or (c) absent (Hoover & Patton, L997). An explicit curricula can be
defined as the formal curriculum developed by the district throufh its
stated policy development process. This is the curriculum with which
teachers are the most familiar, but perhaps is also the one that is the least
followed when classroom instruction is designed.
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The hidden cumiculum is the one that the teachers actually teach.
According to Hoover and Patton (7997), the hidden curriculum is
developed "as teachers make inferences about the explicit curriculum
they are required to teach" (p. 7).
The final type of curriculum is called the absent curriculum. As teachers
and schools select the content of the explicit and hidden curriculum, a
number of topics are omitted. These make up the absent curriculum.
Unfortunately, those omitted topics may be just as important as what is
actually tau$ht.
As Tomlinson and Allan (2000) stated, difficulty may arise when teachers

begin to plan for differentiated instruction within their classroom. This
difficulty is often algravated as: "...teachers sometimes tind themselves
s1flr€€ling against a district curriculum that seems more standardized
than differentiated. This situation is a$$ravated if the curriculum is
largely a collection of topics, facts, and skills-a difficult kind of curriculum
to differentiate (pp. 90-91)."

Whol ls the Relolionship Between Cuniculum ond
!n$ruclion?
teachers are required to desi$n instruction not
only to meet the specific, instructional needs of students, but to meet the
curriculum standards set tbrth by state and federal mandate. Desi$nin$
effective instruction requires an answer to three basic questions:

In today's classrooms,

1. What is the terminal goal of the instructional path?

2. How do you plan to $et to the terminal $oal?
3. How will you know when you have reached the goal?

As the teacher creates instructional plans for the students in the
classroom, these three questions must be considered. As Tomlinson
(1999) noted, "hazy" lessons do not support differentiated instruction.
This is because:
when a teacher lacks clarity about what a student should

know, understand, and be able to do as a result of a
lesson, the learnin$ tasks she creates may or may not be
engaging and we can almost be certain the tasks won't
help students understand essential ideas or principles. A
fuzzy sense of the essentials results in fuzzy activities,
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which, in turn, results in fuzzy student understanding.
(p.37)
The remedy is to plan a focused curriculum with a clear idea of the
relationship between curriculum and instruction (Tomlinson, 2001).
A focused curriculum articulates distinct goals concerning what
students
should

_

know (e.g,,

facts, vocabulary), understana ("".g., concepts,

principles or generalizations)- and be able ro do (e.g,,
skilil)"a; a result of
the lesson, lesson sequence, unit, and y"r, oi iistruction. From
this
information, one should be able to prepaie instruction that (a)
is of high
quality, and (b) addresses the key principles of a differentirt"d
Tomlinson (1999) sug6lesred that high quality insrruction:

.

is focused on essential understandings/skills

o

is engaging to the student

.

is

o

provides choices

"la..roo,n.

joyful or satisfying

.
.
.
.

connects with the student,s lives and world

e

is liesh and surprising

has clear expectations
allows meaningful collaboration
is focused on products that matter to the student

.
.
.
.

stretches the student

'

leads the student to use rearning in interestinE/important
ways

o

involves the student in settins learning goals and assessing progress

seems real or is real to the student

is coherent to the student (orSanized,unified, sensible)
is rich, deals with profound ideas

Similarly, Tomlinson (1999) nronosed fhot in q Ai0iataati^t^,
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.
.

;

The teacher is clear in what matters about the subject matter.
The teacher understands, appreciates and builds upon student

J

differences.

.
.

{

Assessment and instruction are inseparable.
l

The teacher adjusts content, process, and product in response to
student readiness, interests, and learnin$ profile.

rl

I

.
.

All students participate in respectful work.
Students and teachers are collaborators in learnin$.

o

Dducational goals are maximum growth and individual success.

o

Flexibility is the hallmark of a differentiated classroom.

Ihe Esenliol Elemenls of Difrerentiolion
In order to incorporate the principles of a difl'erentiated instruction and
prepare a curriculum that is of high quality, the teacher must understand
that the curriculum can be divided into three specific and interrelated
components: (a) content, (b) process, and (c) product (Tomlinson, 1995).
Each of these is varied in anticipation of and response to student
differences in readiness, interest, and learning needs. According to Maker
(1993) and Janney and Snell (2000), an additional component that must
be considered when planning a differentiated classroom is that of learnin$
environment. These fbur components are further described as follows.

@ntent
The content can be defined as what the student should know or
understand and as a result of this learning be able to do. In other words
this is what will be taught, and is determined by the teacher, school,
district andlor state standards.
Process
The process ret'ers to the activities, lessons, and interactions that occur
during the school day to help the student make sense of the content bein$
presented. They are the structure that supports the content.
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Producl
Products are the result of the "sense-making activities" (or process), and
may be used as an assessment instrument to assure the student has

learned the desired curriculum. In other words, they are the means by
which the student demonstrates successful acquisition of knowledge.

LeomingEnvironmenl
The learning environment includes all facets of the classroom and school;
in other words, where the learning is to occur. Thus a review of the
learning environment would take into consideration the physical outlook
and plan of the classroom as well as the school, the number and type of
grouping of the students within the classroom, and the physical
environment such as heat, light, and noise. Each of these factors will
impact either positively or negatively on any curriculum and instruction.
Each of these elements is interrelated with the others. The teacher who is
planning to diftbrentiate classroom curriculum and instruction tbr
students with varying abilities must consider each of the components. To
assist in this process, Tomlinson and Allan (2000) developed their "Guide
fbr Planning Differentiated Instruction" which uses a question tbrmat to
support the instructional planner in the planning process. That guide

includes the fbllowing:
1. Are you clear on what you want the student to know (facts,
information), understand (principles, leneralizations, ideas) and be
able to do as a result of thiVthese learning experience(s)?

2. In deciding on content, have you thought about and selected alternate
sources and resources, varied support systems, andlor varied pacin$
plans?

3. Have you made plans to pre-assess student readiness so you can
prepare appropriate content andlor activity?
4. As you assign students to$roups or tasks, have you made certain
$roups vary from previous recent ones, students are encoura$ed to
"work up", provisions are made (if appropriate) for students who need
or pref'er to work alone, andlor group-size matches student need?
5. As you created differentiated activities, have you made certain that:

a. all of them call fbr high-level thinking
b. all of them appear about equally interesting to your learners
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c. they vary alon$the continuum ofthe equalizer
d. students have choices to make about how to apply skills or how to
express them

s. opportunities for varied modes of learning are provided

f.

each activity is squarely focused on one (or a few) key concepts and

generalizations

g. student choice is provided
h. appropriate skills have been inte$rated into activity requirements

i. expectations are clearly delineated
i. aplanfor gathering ongoing assessment

has been developed

k. and a plan/mechanism fbr brinfing closure and clarity has been
identified?
6. When creating assignments for differentiated products, have you made
certain that they:

a. vary along the continuum based on student readiness
b. require all students to use key concepts, leneralizations, ideas to
solve problems and create meaningful products

c. provide student choice
d. provide delineated and appropriately challenging expectations for
content of the product

e. provide for additional criteria fbr success to be added by student and
teacher

f.

provide plans for formative and summative evaluation

g. have parent involvement

as appropriate?

7. Have you also thought about the use ofvarious instructional strategies
(contracts, centers, compacting, etc.), the use of small groups fbr
instruction, student sampling fbr understanding, development of
meanin$ful tasks for reinforcement, extension, and exploration?
(Tomlinson & Allan, 2000, pp. 142-743.)

Crilicol Foctors in lmplementing on lnslruclionol Plonning
Model
Before one can implement any model of instructional planning, there are
a number of essential features that must be discussed with the school
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administration. The followinS elements must be considered and plans
developed to address each for successful implementation of the
difTerentiated instruction model to occur.
First, the essentials of the plan must be considered.

.
.
.

Who will prepare the plan?
Who will implement it?

Are these the same people?

Differentiated instruction often requires

time to locate or pteparc

materials and funding to cover the cost.

.
.
.
o

Who will pay?
Where will materials be stored and who has custody of them?
Who will monitor and evaluate the actions taken toward the
implementation of the pro$ram?

What are the criteria for success?

Answers to such questions must be addressed, and possibly negotiated
with the school administration. This needs to be done prior to
implementation with all involved parties receivinf, the information.
Second, after all parties have approved the plan, the actual work begins.
Identification of student and class needs must occur. Data need to be
collected to determine whether individual students have difficulty (a)

(b) storin$ or rememberin$ the content, or (c)
demonstrating competency. Identification of learner

accessing the content,

expressing

or

profiles must also occur. The question then arises of who will perform the
assessment and how.

One concern that is otten posed when dift'erentiated instruction is being

considered is whether moditication is the most appropriate way for
students to be successful. The implementation of diff'erentiated
instruction does not supersede the provision of intensive instruction in
academic and social domains.

A related concern for students with developmental disabilities is whether
the location of the instruction is in the general education classroom or in
a more specialized settin[. The preferred settin! tbr instruction of all

Dilferentioled nstruelion
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students is the general education classroom. This preference is supported
in the 1997 IDEA Amendments that cited the general education

I

Toble

2.1 lhe

Plonnlng Pyromld

classroom and curriculum as the focal point for the instruction of
students with disabilities. However, decisions concerning, the most
appropriate educational setting for a student ultimately must be based on

Sludent

t$\\\eotn

that student's unique and specific needs.

Finally, it is imperative that anyone who uses a model for differentiated
instruction consider the issue of short-term adaptations versus lifeJong
skill development. The focus of an effective educational plan is to provide
students with skills leading to success in the t'uture. Adaptations throufh
a differentiated instruction curricular model support that goal. Those
developing a plan tbr students with diverse needs must assure that
incompetence or dependency is not built into the plan through the
instructional adaptations.

Developing on Elleclive Plonning Model

A model that lends itself to

successful inclusion is that of Schumm,
Vaughn, and Leavell's (199a) "Planning Pyramid" (see Figure 2.1). This
model provides a framework for planning for diverse students' needs, and
focuses on the identification of adaptations as a component of any
comprehensive plan developed for students with mild disabilities.

Conlexl

Toplc

Schumm et al. (1994) suggested that teachers should plan some of the
adaptations prior to lesson plannin$ by tirst reflectin$ on the five "points
of entry":

o

the topic,

o

the students,

o

the classroom context,

o

the teacher, and

.

the appropriate instructional practices.

Atter retlection they should then determine what is to be taught and how,
Following that teaohers then should identify the specific instructional
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practices and requisite adaptations in order to assure that learnin$ oceurs
ibr all students (see Schumm, !999 for a more in-depth description of
steps in using the Plannin$ Pyramid). Althou$h this model is desi$ned tbr

in

it

in

desi$nin$
can be utilized
today.
of
classrooms
diverse
inclusive,
in
the
lessons
ditTerentiated

use

content area instruction,

Ihe Phnning Pylomid Model
Schumm et al. (1994) developed the

Plannin$ Pyramid as a means of
assisting teachers in the adaptation of content area textbooks. Their work
is invaluable to teachers workin$ with students who are learnin$ material
at dift'erent speeds, who are functionin$ at different academic levels, who
have varyin$ levels of academic readiness, who have diverse learnin$
preferences, and who have awide ran$e of interests.

The Planning Pyramid (see Figure 2.1) has two primary dimensions: the
five "points" of the pyramid (four at the base and one at the top), and the
three vertical levels or tiers. The base of the pyramid has four points:

r
.
r
.

topic
classroom context

teacher
appropriate instructional practices.

The apex of the pyramid, the fifth factor, is the student. When the teacher
be$ns the plannin$ process and uses the Plannin$ Pyramid, these five
points of entry, or miti$atin$ factors, serve as reflection keys. Before any

planning can occur the teacher should understand each factor and its
impact(s) within the learnin$ environment.

The second dimension of the pyramid is its vertical division into three
tiers that correspond to de$rees of learnin$. The base or lower tier
consists of "What oll students will learn". The middle tier is "What most
but not all students will learn", while the top tier is "What sorme students
will learn". Using the infbrmation developed durin$ retlection and the
three tiers of the pyramid, objectives for each level can be desi$ped. The
information can then be compiled on the The Instructional Plannin$
Form (see Figure 2.2).
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2.2

lnslructlonql Plonnlng Fom
Subject:

Date:
Goal:

Materials Required:

{nticipz
Set

Learning

Rehearsal

Activity

Activity

Learning

Activity

Dvaluation

Activity

Whatsonrewil,
learn:

WhatmOstlwill
learn:

Whatallshoulc
learn (Goal):
Adaptations

rContent
rProduct
rProcess

,Dnvironment

Once the objective(s) are developed and the content defined for each of
the pyramid levels, then the teacher can list adaptations. The majority of
intensive adaptations will occur at the base tier, as this is the level where
all students must learn the information. Teachers who use this format can
clearly note the essential fhcets of the lesson. But in order to assure that
students with learning and behavioral needs are not rele$ated to the base
tier throughout their school career, modifications must also be presented
that would assist them in reaching the middle and/or the top tier of the
pyramid.

According to Schumm (L999), the Planning Pyramid can be used for
individual lessons, weekly lessons, or even unit plans or theme cycles.
This structure provides teachers with a plannin$ format, as well as a
means of communicatin$ with parents and other professionals about
student instructional goals in comparison with others in the class. Fi$ure
2.2, the Instructional Planning Form, shows how a teacher can develop a
planning form incorporating the components of the Plannin$ Pyramid.
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Cuniculo lbr lhe lndusive Closroom
Curriculum typically is established lon$ before the students enter the
A curriculum represents what society values as important for
becoming a productive citizen and successtul individual. Information
about possible curricula can be obtained from commercial curriculum
guides, district frameworks, state standards, and literature from learned
school.

societies.

accurately represents what is important knowledge
within society, then it should have the potential to provide all students
the opportunity to acquire this "important" knowledge and skills.
However, to accommodate students with diverse needs, it may be
necessary to prioritize the content to ensure that the most important
content is mastered (What all need to know). Teachers should teach so

If the curriculum

that all students obtain an understandin$ and mastery of this most critical
content.

After determining what all students should know, content must be
organized and sequenced. Unit objectives must be determined.
Instructional objective(s) must be defined. A task analysis of the concept
being taught might be helpful. In that task analysis, the content of the
lesson is broken down into several smaller, simpler, and easier to learn
tasks.

Then the teacher selects exemplars and nonexemplars. The selection of
books, materials, and additional resources should include a wide array ol
reading levels, interests, and input modalities. Presentations, evaluations,
and activities must be planned. Diverse teaching materials must be
obtained or developed. These decisions provide the framework for
structuring instruction. The richer the resources available to the teacher,
the greater the possibility of meeting the diverse needs of the students
within the inclusive classroom. In the next four chapters, the four critical
elements of differentiation (learnin$ environment, content, process, and
product) will be discussed to better prepare teachers who are

implementing dift'erentiated instruction for their students with
developmental disabilities within the inclusive classroom.

Summory
When the decision to implement ditl'erentiated instruction in a diverse
classroom is made, perhaps the first issue that must be addressed is the
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curriculum. without

a

clear understandinS of the district,s explicit

standardized curriculum and how it differs from the hidden curriculum
(that is, what is actually taught in the classroom), it becomes difficult to
adequately design differentiated lessons for successful leaming.

Tomlinson (1995, 1999,2007) susgested that curricula can be divided
into the specific components of content, process, product, and learning
environment. The teacher involved in developing a differentiated
instructional plan should address each of these in that process. Although
these components may be addressed individually, they are t'undamentally
interrelated.
The Planning Pyramid (schumm, vaughan, & Leavell, 1994) provides an
effective structure to incorporate these components when'pianning for
differentiated instruction. In the next four chapters, the specific elements
of differentiated instruction (learning environment, content, process, and

product) will be reviewed to better prepare the teachei of diverse
students, includins those with developmental disabilities, in inclusive
classrooms.

